
Adaptive Determination of the Intended Use 
Population



Old View

• Broad eligibility
– Fear that an approved drug might not work in widespread 

community practice

• Assumption that disease is homogeneous and that treatment 
benefits all patients similarly



New Paradigm in Oncology Clinical Trials

• New century - recurrent somatic mutations in tumors were 
discovered 
– 50% of melanoma tumors contained the same point mutation in 

the BRAF gene

• Tumors of the same primary site can represent different 
diseases, with sensitivity to different treatments.

• This changed the approach to discovery and clinical 
evaluation of new treatments.



Number of Oncology Drugs/Indications Approved by 
FDA

• 2000 – 2005    35 drugs

• 2011 – 2016    85 drugs



The Most Important Decisions in Developing a 
Phase III Clinical Trial

• Whether to do a phase III trial 

• What patient population
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Comparing E vs C on Survival or DFS
5% 2-sided Significance and 90% Power 

% Reduction in Hazard Number of  Events Required

25% 509

30% 332

35% 227

40% 162

45% 118

50% 88



Measure Marker

Marker Positive?

Patient Off StudyRandomize

New 
Treatment Control

NOYES

Enrichment Design
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• Large randomized phase II trials can take a long time



Adaptive Determination of 
Intended Use Population



• Randomized population is only used as intended use 
population to avoid issues of subset analysis

• The proportion of patients in the randomized population 
who benefit from the test treatment in “positive” clinical 
trials is very small



Adaptive determination of intended use 
population

does not require adaptive changes 
during trial



Adaptive 
threshold design

Adaptive 
signature design

Cross-validated 
adaptive 

signature design





Adaptive Threshold Design

• Randomized clinical trial of E vs C 

• Single candidate biomarker B with K candidate cut-points b1, …, bK
in [0,1] 
e.g.  b1=0, b2=0.25 & b3=0.5

• Entry not restricted by biomarker value
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Final Analysis

• Test Hk for k=0,1,…,K.   
– Hk : treatment effect is 0 for population with B≥bk

– Compute pk for treatment effect for each population with B≥bk

• Use p* = min {pk} as global test statistic.    
• Test significance of p* using a permutation test. 
• If global null hypothesis was rejected,  model treatment effect 

as a function of biomarker value 
– Compute bootstrap confidence intervals for the optimal cut-point
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log h(t, x, z)
h0 (t)

æ
èç

ö
ø÷
= bx + g zI(x ³ b)

z=0,1 treatment indicator
x=biomarker value
I=indicator function

Threshold Model for Survival Data





Adaptive Siganture Design
Discover & Validate Predictive Signature



What is a Predictive Classifier?



Predictive Classifier

• A predictive classifier is not a prognostic classifier
• It is a binary classifier of whether the prognosis of a patient on 

E is better than the prognosis of the patient on C



• X vector             è {E,C}



Predictive Classifier

• The predictive classifier may be based on separate prognostic 
classifiers for patients on E and for patients on C

– P(x|C) probability of response to rx C for patient with covariate 
vector x

– P(x|E) probability of response to rx E for patient with covariate  
vector x

– Predictive Classifier(x) = E if P(x|E) > P(x|C) + ε
– = C otherwise 
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• Fit (penalized) PH model 
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Example

• At interim analysis determine the mle’s of the regression 
coefficients and their estimated covariance matrix

• Compute approximate mean and variance of 
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Classify each patient in the test set using their covariate vectors using the classifier developed 
on the training set 

Compute Kaplan-Meier curves of treatments for patients classified
as likelihood to benefit from T over C

Compute log-rank test comparing the two Kaplan-Meier curves

Evaluation of Predictive Classifier on Separate 
Test Set





Cross-Validated Adaptive Signature Design

• Define predictive classifier development algorithm A
• Apply algorithm to full dataset D to develop predictive 

classifier M(x;D,A) for use with future cases

• How to evaluate the performance of this classifier?
– How to avoid the bias of “re-substitution” since there is no separate 

test set?



Pre-validation solution

• Construct a “pre-validated” test set

• The pre-validated test set will contain all of the cases with their 
covariate vectors, treatment indicators and outcomes

• The synthesized predictive score for case i is                               
si’= M(xi ; D-i ,A).



Convert the pre-validated scores s' to a binary classification, 

Compute Kaplan-Meier curves of treatments for patients classified
as likelihood to benefit from E over C

Compute log-rank statistic comparing the two Kaplan-Meier curves
 



Compute log-rank statistic comparing the two Kaplan-Meier curves

Use permutations of treatment indices to evaluate significance of the pre-validated Kaplan-Meier
curves. The entire cross-validation must be repeated from scratch. 



Key Ideas
• Replace multiple significance testing by development of one predictive classifier
• Internal validation by computing significance of treatment effect in adaptively 

determined intended use population
• Obtain almost unbiased estimate of the treatment effect of future classifier positive 

patients



Pre-trial planning for Adaptive Signature or Adaptive 
Threshold Design

• Analysis plan should be in protocol
• Analysis plan should specify candidate covariates and 

threshold cut-offs



Measures of predictive performance for survival 
data

• Spread of KM curves of the two treatment groups for the 
subset of patients classified as likely to benefit from T 
over C.
– Log-rank statistic
– Hazard ratio 

• Area under time-dependent ROC curve for adaptively 
determined subset

• Simon’s sensitivity, specificity, npv, ppv for binary 
predictive covariates and survival data



Figure 1: Overall analysis. The value of the log-rank statistic is 2.9 and the corresponding p-value is 0.09. The new 
treatment thus shows no benefit overall at the 0.05 level.



Figure 2: Cross-validated survival curves for patients predicted to benefit from the new treatment. log-rank statistic 

= 10.0, permutation p-value is .002
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SUMMARY
Modern medicine has graduated from broad spectrum treatments to targeted therapeutics. New drugs
recognize the recently discovered heterogeneity of many diseases previously considered to be fairly homo-
geneous. These treatments attack specific genetic pathways which are only dysregulated in some smaller
subset of patients with the disease. Often this subset is only rudimentarily understood until well into large-
scale clinical trials. As such, standard practice has been to enroll a broad range of patients and run post
hoc subset analysis to determine those who may particularly benefit. This unnecessarily exposes many
patients to hazardous side effects, and may vastly decrease the efficiency of the trial (especially if only a
small subset of patients benefit). In this manuscript, we propose a class of adaptive enrichment designs that
allow the eligibility criteria of a trial to be adaptively updated during the trial, restricting entry to patients
likely to benefit from the new treatment. We show that our designs both preserve the type 1 error, and in
a variety of cases provide a substantial increase in power.

Keywords: Adaptive clinical trials; Biomarker; Cutpoint; Enrichment.

1. INTRODUCTION

The literature on adaptive clinical trial design has focused on sample-size reestimation, changing the plan
for interim analyses, or modifying randomization weights (Chow and Chang, 2007; Muller and Schafer,
2001; Rosenberger and Lachin, 1993; Karrison and others, 2003; Kim and others, 2011). In oncology
therapeutics development, attention has turned toward discovery of baseline predictive biomarkers to iden-
tify patients likely to benefit from the new treatment (Papadopoulos and others, 2006; Schilsky, 2007;
Sawyers, 2008). Tumors of most body sites have been found to be biologically heterogeneous with regard
to their causal mutations and molecularly targeted drugs are unlikely to benefit most patients in the broad
diagnostic categories traditionally included in clinical trials. When the pathophysiology of the disease and
the mechanism of action of the drug are well understood, a binary predictive biomarker can be identified
prior to or early in clinical development and used to restrict entry of patients to the pivotal phase 3 clinical
trials comparing the new drug with a suitable control. Such “enrichment” designs can serve to magnify
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Adaptive Enrichment Designs

• Includes one or more interim analyses that may modify 
eligibility criteria based on candidate covariates 

• Single significance test at final analysis

• All patients included in final analysis



Adaptive Enrichment Designs

• Single binary covariate
• Quantitative covariate
• Multiple candidate covariates
• Patient strata



• Δk =statistic for comparing outcome of treatment and control 
group of all patients who entered study during period k 
(k=1,2,…K).
– Under null we assume that Δk has known distribution with mean 

0 and independent of tj for all j≠k.

• At end of trial, one significance test performed using test 
statistic w1 Δ1 +…+wK ΔK



• There is no final subset analysis
• Power is gained by increasing alternative means of later Δk by 

restricting eligibility

• At each interim analysis time j, a decision is made concerning 
whether/how to change eligibility criteria for subsequent 
periods. That decision may use data accrued for patients who 
entered the trial up until the current interim analysis.



• The decision made at interim time j can be based on use of a 
“surrogate” endpoint instead of the endpoint to be used at the 
final analysis.

• The validity of the significance test performed at the end of the 
trial does not depend on the decision made at interim times 
concerning eligibility.
– A Bayesian model for managing eligibility decisions can be used 

although the final significance test is frequentist (Frasian)









Adaptive  Threshold Enrichment

• Randomize patients without regard to value of biomarker but 
measure biomarker pre-randomization on all patients 

• Pre-specify K candidate thresholds for the biomarker B1,…,BK



Adaptive Threshold Enrichment

• Perform interim analysis using intermediate endpoint 
• Find largest candidate cut-point Bk such that
Pr[Δ(B) ≥Δa] < ε for B < Bk

where Δa is the treatment effect to be detected under the 
alternative hypothesis.

• Continue accrual only for patients with B ≥ Bk



Simulation with Binary Response

• p0= response probability for control group 
• p0= response probability for treatment group if B<b*
• b*= true cut-point
• p1= response probability for treatment group if B≥b*
• K=number of candidate cut-points
• B is uniform on (0,1)

• One interim analysis



p0=.2, p1=.5, K=5, Ntot=200, all pts 100/yr

True cut-point Power adaptive Power non-adaptive Accrual adaptive Accrual non-
adaptive

.25 .968 .955 2.55 2.25

.5 .897 .726 3.19 3.25

.67 .768 .424 3.97 4.75

Two  period cut-point enrichment
Response to T =p1 if  B≥cut-point

B uniform on (0,1)



• Simulations show that adaptive enrichment can substantially 
increase the statistical power with adaptive threshold 
determination and multi-biomarker modeling
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